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UPDATE ON FARM-IN ARRANGEMENT IN RESPECT OF THE

CHIRETE BLOCK IN THE PROVINCE OF SALTA, ARGENTINA

This is a voluntary announcement made by New Times Energy Corporation Limited (the

‘‘Company’’) to update the Company’s shareholders and potential investors regarding the

farm-in arrangement announced on 15 April 2015 (the ‘‘Announcement’’). Unless the

context requires otherwise or otherwise defined herein, the use of capitalised terms herein

shall have the same meanings as defined in the Announcement.

The board of directors of the Company (the ‘‘Board’’) is pleased to announce the progress

of the farm-in arrangement between the Argentina Branch of High Luck Group Limited

(‘‘High Luck’’), a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company, and Petrobras Argentina S.A.

(‘‘PESA’’) in respect of the Chirete Block in the province of Salta in Argentina.

On 15 April 2015, PESA accepted the Farm-in Offer from High Luck pursuant to which

High Luck has conditionally agreed to acquire, and PESA has conditionally agreed to

dispose of, 50% of the Participating Interest in the Chirete Block in consideration of High

Luck performing, or causing to perform, the drilling, logging, testing and completion of an

Exploration Well pursuant to the terms of the Contract and Joint Operation Agreement.

On 8 November 2015, High Luck, the operator of the Chirete Block, spudded an exploration

well, i.e. Los Blancos x-1002 well (the ‘‘Well’’). The Well was drilled to a total depth of

2,910 meters (the ‘‘Total Depth’’). Indications of hydrocarbons were encountered from

-2,781 meters to Total Depth, throughout the Ordovician, which consisted of fractured

quartzites. The well was logged, a slotted liner was run to the Total Depth, and the testing

program was completed. During the testing, light crude oil was detected in an emulsion

containing oil and water. The Well is currently shut-in with a pressure gauge installed to

measure pressure in the wellbore.
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The Well data is currently being reviewed by an independent technical consultancy firm

with a view towards performing additional work to determine the oil water contact and

potential flow rate to assess its economic viability.

The Company will further update its shareholders and potential investors regarding its

business development as and when considered appropriate.
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